
It takes us TWO days to set up Octa on our partner’s 
website and to add their content to it, making any travel 
company’s site instantly kid and family friendly!
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The Only Travel 
Platform for Families

Putting kids who travel first!l

PATA: NOV 2019
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HOWDY!
* Coder and traveller. 
* Grade 5 in Singapore.
* My mission is for kids to have 
amazing travel experiences with 
their families!
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I love travelling because it’s awesome! And a 
great way to spend family time together.
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THE GOOD NEWS

Some families 
travel together 3 
times a year!
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Source: AGODA https://www.agoda.com/press/family-travel-trends-2018?cid=-218

https://www.agoda.com/press/family-travel-trends-2018?cid=-218


THE BAD NEWS 

Parents go to over 14 
kinds of sources to look 
for fun family activities. 
But no one place is 
family focused!

6Source: SKIFT
https://skift.com/2015/09/29/5-charts-showing-the-state-of-family-travel-in-the-u-s/

https://skift.com/2015/09/29/5-charts-showing-the-state-of-family-travel-in-the-u-s/


THE RESULT: Boredom. Stress. Not fun!
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Always standing in line at 
places.

Didn’t understand why a  
historical place is 
awesome. Didn’t know what kids from 

that city like to do for fun! 



UMM … LOOKS LIKE YOU GUYS FORGOT US KIDS!

× 1.4 billion tourists in 2018.
× Adults get websites, personalised recommendations, and discounts.
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Source: http://www2.unwto.org/press-release/2019-01-21/international-tourist-arrivals-reach-14-billion-two-years-ahead-forecasts

http://www2.unwto.org/press-release/2019-01-21/international-tourist-arrivals-reach-14-billion-two-years-ahead-forecasts
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THE SOLUTION: 

So I created Octa, a friendly 
chatbot so that families can 
find all they need to enjoy 
their trips in *one* fun 
interactive.
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Fun Attractions and Playgrounds

Why the place is awesome.
Tickets, Timings, Address
Website

Events in the City

Why an event will be fun.
Tickets, Timings, Address
WebsiteYum Foods

Family friendly restaurants
Best places for ice-cream
Must-have local foods
Halal, gluten free, vegetarian 
options Cool Tips from Local Kids

Favorite fun places
Words to survive in that city
Fave foodsHistory Tidbits and more

History fun facts
The weather right now
Jokes and riddles if you’re bored.



And these are the values Octa and every traveler 
who is a global citizen cares about!
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Fun, Fun, and did I 
mention Fun?

Connecting people 
and cultures

Sustainable and 
responsible travel



Demo Time!



We have received media and conference coverage.

Featured in Travel Daily
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Featured in Liberiamo

Featured in Expat Living



And ADDO AI invested in Octa and we officially 
became a company!
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My awesome team

Zara Khanna
Founder / Backend 
engineer

Dr. Ayesha Khanna
COO, Octa Allison Diliegro

Head of Content

Mehroz Ahmad
Lead Software 

Engineer

LEADERSHIP

Jennifer Kwek
Head of Sales and 

Marketing

Madeeha Akbar
Project Manager

Insiyah Ali
Sales & Marketing 

Associate

Ihtisham Shah
Software Engineer

Sania Amir
Content & Partnership 

Manager

Jonathan Chen
Machine Learning

Engineer

Headquarters
SINGAPORE



So we did some 
market research ...



The feedback was super useful!
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“Can you add restaurants?”

“Can I get some cool facts about 
the city?

“You have to make it faster for my 
phone”

“I would like to use it on Facebook”.

from kids and parents:
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So in a few months:

● we added Facebook messenger.

● made it faster by moving it from 
Heroku to Amazon Web Services.

● added lots of cool content about 
food and history tidbits.

Go Team!!



Wouldn’t it be great if every 
hotel, airline, train, museum 
had Octa so families can always 
get what they need at the tip of 
their fingers?  



So we started asking hotels for tips too!
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“Can you add my restaurants 
too?”

“Definitely add Mandarin as half 
my families are from China.”

“I need it to be really easy for me 
to add Octa to my site.”

from hotels:



So we made it super easy for hotels and resorts to add 
Octa to their websites.
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For families, just go to Octa to find awesome 
activities … all in one chat!
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You have to 
involve kids to 
find out what 
we like! 



My goal: 

1 MILLION KIDS have 
epic travel experiences 
with Octa’s help in the 
next 5 years!!
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COOL STUFF COMING UP:

More Asian languages.

Ability to book tours, hotels and 
transport directly from Octa.

Personalised recommendations 
with artificial intelligence.

Hotel/airline/tourism 
partnerships.



So keep travelling folks!!
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Global citizens 
make a better 
world.



Feedback and comments very 
welcome!!
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zara khanna: zara@octa.ai
web: www.octa.ai


